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Communication styles vary enormously across the globe. However, like so many of the contrast sets we have
examined so far, most countries tend to prefer one or the other of the five we will examine here: In this list,
US-Americans tend to be on the left side, that is, to prefer linear, direct, detached, intellectually engaged, and
concrete styles of communication. In contrast, many African, Asian, and Pacific groups prefer more circular,
indirect, attached, relationally engaged styles. Europeans can have a combination, for example, in Spain and
much of Latin America , people prefer a strong, relational engagement, and attached style of communication
while also being direct, linear, and abstract in their approach. The French style is often abstract, intellectually
engaged, and detached. Many permutations of these five styles are found worldwide. The point here is that
anyone about to enter an international study abroad program is likely to encounter styles of communication
which are unfamiliar and, perhaps, disconcerting. If a new acquaintance overseas begins a long, meandering
story in response to a question you posed, it is far better to say, "He or she certainly has a circular style! If you
learn to do it well, it will add to your ability to effectively communicate with a wider range of people than you
can now and significantly increase your intercultural skills. A fuller explanation of these styles follows below.
Discussion is conducted in a straight line, almost like an outline, with the connections among the points stated
as you move towards an end point, which is stated explicitly. There is a low reliance on context and a strong
reliance on words. Cut to the chase, where the rubber meets the road! Circular contextual Discussion is
conducted in a circular manner, telling stories and developing a context around the main point, which is often
unstated because the listener will get the point after I give them all the information. There is a high reliance on
context. Meaning is conveyed through explicit statements made directly to the people involved with little
reliance on contextual factors such as situation and timing. What you see is what you get! Tell it like it is!
Meaning is conveyed by suggestion, implication, nonverbal behavior, and other contextual cues; for instance,
statements intended for one person may be made within earshot of a different person. It is possible that
messages will be sent through a third-party intermediary. Mostly, however, this style allows one to avoid
confronting another person or cause them to lose face. What you get is what you manage to see! This shows
the passion someone feels in a situation or for an issue. It is important to be objective. This is an intellectual
style found in some European countries. Relational issues and problems are confronted directly, while
intellectual disagreement is handled more subtly and indirectly. If you have a problem with someone, it helps
to talk things over, albeit in an non-confrontational manner. In an intellectual debate, it is important to be tread
softly. Issues are best understood through stories, metaphors, allegories, and examples, with emphasis on the
specific rather than the general. Issues are best understood through theories, principles, and data, with
emphasis on the general rather than the specific.
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May take some time. Do not close app. Categories coming soon to organize better. The size of the app is much
bigger now because we include these image files. You must download over wifi our on your computer and
sync. We appreciate your patience. Be sure to check out Help on Info Tab to learn more about all features. See
details of new features in Help on Info tab. Swipe left, right, up, and down to move thru tasks. Any picture
without custom audio will now speak word. I am an OT and used to make storyboards by hand for children for
use in every day life as well as in therapy. With this application you can make your own storyboards in
minutes and best of all they are portable. It also helps for making choices and I wish it was around when my
daughter was learning to talk. With this application I had created an entire menu of breakfast items in less than
2 minutes which could be used for your child to choose their favorites. Perfect for the visual learner who is
still developing their language skills. I bought this app for my almost-four-year-old daughter, and we both love
it. I like being able to add images from google easily, and the audio is very easy to record. Every day, the first
thing my daughter asks is to borrow my phone so that she can "see her schedule" for the day. Having this
visual aid reduces her anxiety markedly. The two features that I wish the app had and that are currently under
development is the ability to backup storyboards and the ability to move items easily in the task completion
list in case something needs to be changed. For now, I just leave a blank line between each task in the task
completion list in case I need to add or switch something around on the fly. I am a speech pathologist who
works with many children on the Autism spectrum or with generalized anxiety. Myself and the other clinicians
in our clinic use this application daily and have found it tremendously effective in helping children transition
into, through, and out of their session. The parents I have recommended it to have given it rave reviews. I
would highly recommend it to any parent or special educator who is looking for a tool to help establish a
routine or to ease anxiety and confusion in the life of a child who has difficulty moving through their day.
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Theories of Communication Chapter 1 focused on the developmental stages of Communication and summed
up Communication as a complex and dynamic process leading to the evolution of meaning. The study of
communication and mass media has led to the formulation of many theories: These were termed "normative
theories" by McQuail in the sense that they "mainly express ideas of how the media ought to or can be
expected to operate under a prevailing set of conditions and values. Under an Authoritarian approach in
Western Europe, freedom of thought was jealously guarded by a few people ruling classes , who were
concerned with the emergence of a new middle class and were worried about the effects of printed matter on
their thought process. Steps were taken to control the freedom of expression. The result was advocacy of
complete dictatorship. The theory promoted zealous obedience to a hierarchical superior and reliance on threat
and punishment to those who did not follow the censorship rules or did not respect authority. This theory
stemmed from the authoritarian philosophy of Plato - B. C , who thought that the State was safe only in the
hands of a few wise men. Thomas Hobbes - , a British academician, argued that the power to maintain order
was sovereign and individual objections were to be ignored. Engel, a German thinker further reinforced the
theory by stating that freedom came into its supreme right only under Authoritarianism. The world has been
witness to authoritarian means of control over media by both dictatorial and democratic governments.
Libertarianism or Free Press Theory This movement is based on the right of an individual, and advocates
absence of restraint. The basis of this theory dates back to 17th century England when the printing press made
it possible to print several copies of a book or pamphlet at cheap rates. The State was thought of as a major
source of interference on the rights of an individual and his property. Libertarians regarded taxation as
institutional theft. Popular will vox populi was granted precedence over the power of State. Milton in
Aeropagitica in , referred to a self righting process if free expression is permitted "let truth and falsehood
grapple. Libertarians argued that the press should be seen as the Fourth Estate reflecting public opinion. What
the theory offers, in sum, is power without social responsibility. In their book Four Theories Of Press, they
stated "pure libertarianism is antiquated, outdated and obsolete. The commission found that the free market
approach to press freedom had only increased the power of a single class and has not served the interests of
the less well-off classes. The emergence of radio, TV and film suggested the need for some means of
accountability. Thus the theory advocated some obligation on the part of the media to society. A judicial mix
of self regulation and state regulation and high professional standards were imperative. Social Responsibility
theory thus became the modern variation in which the duty to one"s conscience was the primary basis of the
right of free expression. It was thought that the entire mass media was saturated with bourgeois ideology.
Lenin thought of private ownership as being incompatible with freedom of press and that modern
technological means of information must be controlled for enjoying effective freedom of press. The theory
advocated that the sole purpose of mass media was to educate the great masses of workers and not to give out
information. The public was encouraged to give feedback as it was the only way the media would be able to
cater to its interests. Two more theories were later added as the "four theories of the press" were not fully
applicable to the non-aligned countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, who were committed to social and
economic development on their own terms. The two theories were: Development Communication Theory The
underlying fact behind the genesis of this theory was that there can be no development without
communication. Under the four classical theories, capitalism was legitimized, but under the Development
communication theory, or Development Support Communication as it is otherwise called, the media
undertook the role of carrying out positive developmental programmes, accepting restrictions and instructions
from the State. The media subordinated themselves to political, economic, social and cultural needs. Hence the
stress on "development communication" and "development journalism". The weakness of this theory is that
"development" is often equated with government propaganda. The need for access and right to communicate is
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stressed. Bureaucratic control of media is decried. Klapper formulated several generalizations on the effects of
mass media. His research findings are as follows: These mediating factors render mass-communication as a
contributory agent in a process of reinforcing the existing conditions. The study revealed that informal social
relationships had played a part in modifying the manner in which individuals selected content from the media
campaign. The study also indicated that ideas often flowed from the radio and newspapers to opinion leaders
and from them to the less active sections of society. Thus, informal social groups have some degree of
influence on people and mould the way they select media content and act on it. CIA Advertising at www. In
the hierarchy of needs, there are five levels in the form of a pyramid with the basic needs such as food and
clothing at the base and the higher order needs climbing up the pyramid. The fulfillment of each lower level
need leads to the individual looking to satisfy the next level of need and so on till he reaches the superior-most
need of self-actualization. William G Huitt - Valdosta University at chiron. As media users become
increasingly confronted with choices, this approach should direct our attention to the audience. In general
researchers have found four kinds of gratifications: Information - we want to find out about society and the
world- we want to satisfy our curiosity. This would fit the news and documentaries which both give us a sense
that we are learning about the world. Personal Identity - we may watch the television in order to look for
models for our behaviour. So, for example, we may identify with characters that we see in a soap. The
characters help us to decide what feel about ourselves and if we agree with their actions and they succeed we
feel better about ourselves. Integration and Social Interaction - we use the media in order to find out more
about the circumstances of other people. Watching a show helps us to empathize and sympathize with the lives
of others so that we may even end up thinking of the characters in programme as friends. Entertainment sometimes we simply use the media for enjoyment, relaxation or just to fill time. Riley and Riley found that
children in peer groups used adventure stories from the media for group games while individual children used
media stories for fantasizing and daydreaming. The study thus found that different people use the same
messages from the media for different purposes. Katz replaced the question "what do media do to people?
Cognitive needs acquiring information, knowledge and understanding ; Affective needs emotional, pleasurable
experience ; Personal integrative needs strengthening self image ; Social integrative needs strengthening self
image ; Tension release needs escape and diversion McQuail, Blumler and Brown suggested the following
individual needs categories: Rubin and Bantz studied the uses and gratifications of "new technology" by
examining VCR use. They found the following motives for VCR use:
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Designed by language experts, Talk Now! This is a fun way of instruction to learn and speak the Chinese
language. Ideal for beginners and travelers? Immediate responses to every choice you make? Compare your
pronunciation to that of native speakers, using the record button? Test your knowledge with easy and hard
quizzes, plus play a challenging memory game! Monitor your progress--keep a check on your total score, and
print your own awards. On-screen help is available at all times in over? A basic video course in Mandarin
Chinese for beginners produced by the Singapore Broadcasting Corporation. The video portion consists of
sixty 5-minute instruction units and is accompanied by a page self-study manual and two audio cassette tapes.
The spoken dialogs are shown on the video screen in Pinyin transliteration, English translation, and Chinese
characters. The tone value of each word is indicated. Mandarin, the official language of China, is spoken by
approximately million people. This classic course presents the basic structure patterns of colloquial Mandarin,
using a vocabulary that would be heard in everyday Chinese conversations. Since the Yale Romanization is
used throughout the text, you are not required to learn Chinese characters. Instead, attention is concentrated on
new sounds, words, and language patterns. The Speak Mandarin course is presented in 20 lessons, each
containing a dialog, vocabulary, sentence patterns, notes, and a translation of the introductory dialog. This
second-year conversation course, teaches Chinese the way it is currently being used in China. This program of
lively and colloquial dialogs is suitable for anyone who has completed the first-year study of Chinese. It can
follow Speak Mandarin or any other comparable first-year course in Mandarin. Pinyin and Yale
Romanizations transcriptions are used throughout the text, but correspondence tables are given between
Wade-Giles Romanization and Pinyin so the text can be used regardless of the Romanization system learned
previously. Both full and simplified characters are provided. A continuation of Level 1 as shown above,
utilizing the same style and format of instruction.
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Others resent the low energy surrounding the submissive person and eventually give up trying to help them
because their efforts are subtly or overtly rejected. The Manipulative Style This style is scheming, calculating
and shrewd. Manipulative communicators are skilled at influencing or controlling others to their own
advantage. Their spoken words hide an underlying message, of which the other person may be totally
unaware. Behavioural Characteristics Controlling of others in an insidious way â€” for example, by sulking
Asking indirectly for needs to be met Making others feel obliged or sorry for them. People on the Receiving
end Feel Guilty Angry, irritated or annoyed Resentful Others feel they never know where they stand with a
manipulative person and are annoyed at constantly having to try to work out what is going on. The Anxiety
and Phobia Workbook. New Harbinger Publications, Inc. The Benefits of Understanding the Different Styles
of Communication A good understanding of the five basic styles of communication will help you learn how to
react most effectively when confronted with a difficult person. It will also help you recognise when you are
not being assertive or not behaving in the most effective way. Remember, you always have a choice as to
which communication style you use. Being assertive is usually the most effective, but other styles are, of
course, necessary in certain situations â€” such as being submissive when under physical threat a mugging,
hijacking etc. Good communication skills require a high level of self-awareness. Once you understand your
own communication style, it is much easier to identify any shortcomings or areas which can be improved on,
if you want to start communicating in a more assertive manner. It will help you diffuse anger, reduce guilt and
build better relationships both personally and professionally. Remember the first rule of effective
communication: The success of the communication is the responsibility of the communicator. This article was
published on my website in July What do YOU Think? Share your wisdom with others Provide your
communication hints and tips. Leave your comment here.
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Rosetta Stone is committed to safeguarding your privacy. Our complete Privacy Policy is available here. And
there are lots of reasons why learning to speak Chinese , specifically Mandarin Chinese, is worth the
commitment. Chinese is the most spoken language in the world, with roughly 1. Although some people in
China and across Asia speak Cantonese, the majority of Chinese speakers about one billion speak Mandarin.
China has the second largest economy in the world, and Mandarin Chinese is the official language not only of
China but also Singapore. With over twenty-five years of building successful, award-winning language
learning programs and apps, Rosetta Stone understands that learning Chinese is about the journey towards
understanding and speaking the language. The Chinese writing system may be challenging, but spoken
Mandarin does have several things in common with English, including quite a few elements of grammar and
sentence structure. Mandarin is also straightforward in that it does not contain gendered or singular versus
plural nouns. In Mandarin Chinese, most sentences follow a structure that will look familiar to English
speakers. Simple sentences are built beginning with a subject followed by a verb and then an object, much the
same way sentences in English are structured. One of the best ways to introduce yourself to speaking Chinese
Mandarin is to begin with some conversational phrases taught in the context of real-world situations. Rosetta
Stone offers bite-sized lessons that introduce you to common Mandarin phrases you might need to order in a
restaurant or to greet someone in a shop. These common conversational phrases are coupled with visual and
audio cues to help you recognize and recall the words as well as opportunities to practice and review phrases
until you feel confident. How to Learn Chinese Pronunciation One of the critical aspects of learning Chinese is
that it is a tonal language , which means the inflection of your tone and pronunciation of the words
communicates meaning. Learning and practicing tones should be one of the first things you do as you being
your language learning journey before you start trying to memorize Mandarin words and vocabulary lists.
Mandarin has four main tones which are "stress-timed," meaning the stressed syllables in a word are
pronounced at regular intervals. These tones include a level tone ping , a rising tone shang , a departing tone
qu , and a final tone ru. To master the tones, language-learning experts suggest paying close attention to
Mandarin pronunciations and trying to mimic them. Because English is not tonal, this component of Chinese
pronunciation may be a bit trickier for beginning language learners. The key to successful language learning
programs is to focus not on vocabulary acquisition and memorization, but on pronunciation and opportunities
to practice speaking Chinese. Rosetta Stone incorporates practicing Mandarin pronunciations into every lesson
with a patented speech recognition engine called TruAccent. TruAccent encourages language learners to
repeat words or phrases, comparing your accent to that of native Chinese speakers and providing instantaneous
feedback for improvement. Here is a link to the audio instead. Learn how to say "Excuse me, where could I
find the best xiao long bao? Whether you want bite-sized lessons for beginners or lessons for more advanced
Mandarin speakers, these tips will help you accelerate your learning and make the most of your language
program. A handful of greetings and common phrases are a great place to begin so you can get a feel for
Chinese pronunciation. Rosetta Stone also offers a Story feature and an Audio Companion that can help you
extend your learning offline and get in more practice both listening to and speaking Mandarin Chinese. Focus
on Chinese pronunciation and tones As we mentioned before, Mandarin is a "stressed-time" tonal language, so
practicing pronunciation until you feel confident is an essential first step in speaking Chinese. Immerse
yourself in Chinese One of the things that can really advance your understanding of Mandarin is to immerse
yourself in the Chinese language. Watching movies with subtitles turned off or listening to Chinese music or
podcasts helps you subconsciously pick up nuances of pronunciation. Following an authentic Chinese recipe
in Mandarin or learning the traditions of the Chinese tea ceremony can also be windows into advancing your
understanding of the language and culture. Learning Chinese Writing Understanding Chinese characters is one
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of the areas that many language learners are hesitant about because the writing system seems so different from
a traditional alphabetic one. However, there is a method to the madness of those delicate swoops, furls, and
slashes. Both Cantonese and Mandarin use the same Chinese writing systems: Simplified Chinese writing, as
the name might make you believe, is easier to learn and is used widely across China. The traditional Chinese
writing system lingers throughout Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan where it is used in an official capacity.
Here are some tips for getting familiar and feeling comfortable with the Chinese writing system. Learn the
basic characters of Chinese writing There are about primary characters in the Chinese writing system, and
most of the other characters of simplified Chinese are derived from these more common symbols. Learning
just these few hundred characters can get you up to speed quickly and cover many of the more common
situations in which you might need to be able to read and write Chinese, like road signs and menus. Pinyin is a
kind of shorthand for typing Chinese where each character is represented by a roman numeral. It is a way of
representing the sounds of the Chinese language, but it can be confusing for beginners who struggle to try to
equate it to a traditional alphabet. Pinyin is best learned after you have had at least an introduction to radicals
and simplified Chinese. How to Make Learning Chinese Mandarin Easier There are no shortcuts in language
learning, but there are some tips that can help you accelerate your progress and ease any anxiety you might
have about learning Mandarin. Get a glimpse of how you can begin learning Chinese with Rosetta Stone. Here
are a few recommendations to help you approach learning Chinese and avoid being overwhelmed by the
language that is a cornerstone of communication in the East. Focus on speaking Chinese first Because the
writing system can be complicated, you should spend your first few weeks or months focusing on just learning
to speak and perfect the tones of Mandarin Chinese. After all, your goal is to be comfortable having Chinese
conversations in the real world, which involves not reading or writing in Chinese but understanding and being
understood speaking Chinese. Learn Chinese radicals and the simplified writing system Just picking up a few
radicals and basic characters from the simplified version of the Chinese writing system is probably enough to
get you through reading road signs, menus, and basic instructions in public spaces. Mastering the writing
system is something more advanced learners can really dig into, so save that for when you feel confident
having conversations in Chinese. Take your commitment to learning Chinese seriously Set aside time daily
and commit to learning the language, but understand you may have to build slowly towards confidence rather
than racing towards the elusive goal of fluency. Like any language, the ease and speed at which you learn
Mandarin Chinese will depend on the time you have to commit to learning and the quality of your language
learning program. Accelerate Your Chinese Learning with Immersion Techniques Whether you partner up and
practice with another language learner or use a variety of other immersion techniques, this is definitely the
way to take your Mandarin to the next level. Rosetta Stone offers an online community for language learners
where you can interact and chat with others who speak Mandarin on your desktop PC and get some practice
with having real-world, unscripted conversations.
7: Chinese Conversation-Learn to Speak Chinese | eChineselearning
Learn Conversational Chinese with the help of eChineseLearning's highly trained and professional Chinese teachers!
Our Chinese conversation lessons cover a wide range of topics and are designed for those who want to learn to
communicate freely in day-to-day Chinese.
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English for Business Communication (1) 6 2 We lcoming visitors 8 3 Small talk: the meaning of widened eyes in Chinese
culture.
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The Five Communication Styles The Benefits of Understanding the Different Styles of Communication Learning to
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identify the different communication styles - and recognising which one we use most often in our daily interactions with
friends, family and colleagues - is essential if we want to develop effective, assertive communication skills.
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